The relationship between biofilm and outer membrane vesicles: a novel therapy overview.
Microorganisms have the ability of inhabiting nearly every environment through their sophisticated mechanisms of survival such as biofilm formation and release of outer membrane vesicles (OMVs). The biofilm matrix offers microorganism protection and contributes significantly to several clinical challenges, including symptomatic inflammation, antibiotic resistance, recurrence and the spread of infectious emboli. Moreover, bacteria also have another protective mechanism of vesicle production which is used as a means of disseminating toxins to harm their host. A clear understanding of gene expression switch of bacterium from planktonic to biofilm mode offers clinical potentials in treating bacterial infections. In this respect, the treatment of bacterial infections may be achieved through (1) application of RNA interference technology to silence the expression of proteins involved in the process of biofilm formation, (2) utilization of vesicles in delivering antibiotics and (3) use of natural occurred compounds. In this review, we discuss the relationship between biofilm formation and OMV production with respect to tackling biofilm-related clinical challenges. Some prospective considerations in biofilm-associated infections treatment are also discussed.